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Oddbods

#FSC150

* Applicable for all kinds of indoor pipes of 20-100mm, the longest cleaning length is 30 metres
* Multifunctional, HD, compact structure, wide application scope, using flexible shafts 
      of 8, 16, and 22mm
* Using flexible shafts of 8mm, the cleaning diametre range is 20-75mm, cleaning length is 
      4.5 metres, especially suitable for small diametre pipes or complex pipes like traps
* Using flexible shafts of 15, it is more suitable for small comples pipelines
* Using sectional helical flexible shafts of 16mm, pipes of 32-100mm in diametre can be cleaned,
   the flexible shafts can be lengthened at will, with a cleaning length up to 30 metres
* Press the lever, the rotating speed is up to 400 rpm, and the flexible shaft stops when the handle is released
* Input power: 390W
* Rated voltage: 220V, optional

#FSC200

* Applicable for all kinds of outdoor pipes of 50-200mm, the longest cleaning length is 50 metres
* Special drill suspenders are easy to maintain and use
* Using sectional helical flexible shafts of 30mm, pipes of 50-200mm in diameter can be cleaned, the flexible shafts can be 
   lengthened at will, with a cleaning length up to 50 metres
* Press the lever, the rotating speed is up to 700 rpm, and the flexible shaft stops when the 
   handle is released
* Input power: 1100W
* Rated voltage: 240V, optional
* Including: 4 of the 30 flexible shafts (5 metres long each) a 500 flexible shaft holder; 
   6 of 30 drills; drill shelves; protection tube; key; protection gloves

Flexible Sewer Cleaners

Sewerage Cleaner Attachments - 
Flexible Hoses

#FSC22KIT

#FSC30KIT

#FSC16KIT
Consists of:
1 x 15 metre flexible shaft
16mm diametre

Consists of:
4 x 5 metre flexible shaft
30mm diametre

Consists of:
3 x 5 metre flexible shaft
22mm diametre

HD Trailer Caravan
Dolly - Rechargeable
#VPTT2500

Supplied with 2 heavy duty batteries
4 wheels enable for easy manoevering into tight places
Pull capacity: 2500kg
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